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BEDS VMCC NEWS
STILL KEEPING YOU INFORMED

Six cylinder Kawasaki Z900 “four” – by Alan Millyard, of course.
(more pictures from Bristol Classic Bike Show inside)
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EDITORIAL
Apologies for the lateness of this newsletter but I’ve been suffering a
bit from back problems, which made it uncomfortable to sit at the
computer for any length of time. Happily, though, it’s fine when I’m
on the bike – so the lesson there must be to spend more time on the
bike and less on the computer. I’ve tried to make sure this arrives
before the end of March, rather than have an issue dated April 1st when
you might not know if anything was serious or not!
As you will see below, the riding season is getting well underway –
with lots of chances to get out on your bikes all through Spring. Let’s
hope for some more weather like we had in March and not the snow
which has been falling whilst writing this this morning.
Many thanks yet again to Will for another fascinating article in this
newsletter and the huge effort involved in putting together another great
quiz night, in person and online. Also thanks this month to some other
contributors: Ivor Rhodes for some more dreadful puns, Kerry Dellar
for the story of his “one that got away”, Ellis Billington for some
pictures from “down Memory Lane”, Andrew (Sam) Samways and Neil
Cairns for some of the event photos, and especially to Brian Cornwell
for the story behind the picture in the last issue. The more contributors,
the more interesting the newsletter, so please continue to raid your
memory and/or photo albums for anything that might be of interest.
Technical articles, adverts, recommendations – the more, the better.
Bryan

Beds Section News
Upcoming Events
Jacqui Furneaux and Royal Enfield at the Bristol Classic Bike Show
TH

SPRING RUN & BREAKFAST MEET, SUN 10

APR

SPRING START UP - GOOD FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL

Let’s kick the riding season off in style with the first weekend run of the
year. This year we have a new format by combining the run with a
breakfast meet – do one, do the other but, preferably, do both. Breakfast
is available at Jordan’s Mill from 9am but we’ll aim to gather around
10am and set off around 10.30-11am. It’ll be a route sheet run of
probably about 40-50 miles although, at the time of writing, we haven’t
worked out where we’re going; that’ll be a job for next week.

APRIL CLUB NIGHT – THURS, 14TH APRIL
We are privileged to have a visit from Jacqui Furneaux who will give a
talk, entitled "Plan? What Plan? How to have fun whilst going with the
flow", about her world travels on her trusty Royal Enfield – pictured
opposite at the recent Bristol Classic Bike Show. We are indebted to
Don McKeand for arranging this – one, as they say, not to be missed.
In 1998, after bringing up a family and being a nurse and health visitor,
she set out on a year’s journey, on her own for the first time ever. She
started backpacking in Thailand and explored many South-East Asian
countries armed only with wide-open eyes and a guide-book. But she
found she really liked travelling and she set off again, this time
combining her love of travel with her other passion … motorcycling.
She'd owned various Japanese motorbikes over the years but had never
had an Enfield.
Exchanging guide-books for road maps, for her 50th birthday she
bought a 500cc Enfield Bullet in India and proceeded to adventure
through 20 countries in the next seven years. None of it was planned, as
you can read in her book “Hit the Road, Jac”.

We’re borrowing the VMCC stand from HQ for this event, so all we
need now is an array of wonderful bikes to put on display. You don’t
have to be there all day, but the longer you can stay, the better. As you
can see from the flyer above, there will be plenty to see and lots of
people to talk to – and free tea and coffee!
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It might be interesting to see the reaction were you to sign up for a rideout with the Institute of Advanced Motorists on a single speed, direct
drive 3½ hp machine.

& myself) following a route around the lanes behind Luton Airport,
down to the edge of Wheathampsted and ending up at the Vanstone Park
Garden Centre in Codicote for refreshment. The previous days’ rain
meant lots of puddles on the lanes, but we were lucky and had it dry.

Please feel free to drop by at will but it would be helpful if you could
let me know in advance if you can display a bike for a few hours. The
wider the range of bikes across the VMCC eligible era (circa 18961997), the more interest and potential new members we’re likely to
attract.

MIDWEEK RUN & LUNCH – THURS, 21ST APRIL
New for this year, we’re continuing the midweek lunch meets
throughout the spring and summer, but combining them with the usual
midweek runs. The idea is that you can attend one or the other or,
preferably, both. The runs will set off, as usual, from the car park at the
Shefford Memorial Association Hall at 10.15am for 10.30am departure
and aim to meet up with the diners sometime around noon, or a bit later.
The provisional lunch programme for the year is:
April - The Highwayman, Graveley
May - Wixams Garden Centre
June - Nobby's farm shop, Billington
July - Forest centre, Marston Moretaine
August - Musgrave Arms, Shillington (or Cross Keys, Pulloxhill)
September - Super Sausage, Potterspury
See you either at the Memorial Hall at 10.15am or at The Highwayman,
Great North Road, Graveley, Hertfordshire, SG4 7EH sometime around
noon.

BREAKFAST MEET – SUN, 24TH APRIL
If you’re not off to the Stafford Show that day, why not come along to
the Breakfast Meet at the Toby Carvery, Goldington Road, Bedford.
They do an excellent breakfast buffet at a very reasonable price.

RAKM RUN – SUNDAY, 15TH MAY
Don’t forget to get your entry in for the Roger and Arthur King
Memorial Run, for girder fork bikes and outfits. Or just come along for
the spectacle - the run usually attracts some wonderful veteran and
vintage bikes rarely seen on runs other than the Pioneer or Banbury. If
I remember, there should have been an entry form attached to the email.

Other events

QUIZ NIGHT
Two years ago, the March Quiz was the last club night before the
dreaded lurgy shut us down. Attendance that night was depleted because
of the threat of the virus and, unfortunately, two years later, the residual
risk no doubt accounted for the missing visiting teams this time. Indeed,
only Northampton Section sent a delegation - but they were rewarded
by registering a win. I can’t say “they walked away with the award
and/or prize” because Anglian weren’t there to bring the cup back and,
rather embarrassingly, in our organisation of the event, no-one thought
about getting any prizes – oops. Hopefully, they were happy with the
glory and will come back next year.
The quiz itself was up to Will’s usual fiendish standards – as you will
have found out if you gave it a go yourself online. I won’t admit to how
few answers I knew.

MARCH MIDWEEK LUNCH
The sun shone and the bikes came out to play but, from what I
understand, not everyone actually made it to Pulloxhill (names withheld
to prevent any embarrassment).

OPEN INVITE
As mentioned last month, Andrew (Sam) Samways writes:
“Just to let you know I have organised a meeting at The Greyhound in
Haynes for the 1st Tuesday of each month. All invited. It’s for the
Kawasaki Triples Club & VJMC but the more the merrier.

Event reports
MARCH MIDWEEK INFORMAL RUN

This was the last of the “informal” runs that carried us through the
winter for those souls foolhardy enough to come out when the weather
was not always favourable. Being informal, there was no route sheet but
groups small enough to keep together using a simple follow-my-leader
format. On this occasion there were just the four of us (Gerry, Sam, Will
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Too late for lunch – but a very nice “Duke”

And some came in their cars, with partners, making a total of about a
dozen for the excellent value “Retired persons” menu.

TRAIN ROBBERS RIDE
Not a Beds Section event but, the VMCC Chairman, Mario’s inaugural
run set off from within our territory at Dunstable Downs - and some of
our members took part, with others being spotted at the start.

The group of about 30 bikes herded onto Whipsnade Common for a
group photograph before heading off towards Brill.

A fine selection of bikes brightening up the pub car park

My Triumph T100S, and the back wing of Graham Robb’s Reliantengined, feet-forward “Voyager”, at Bridego Bridge between Ledburn
and Mentmore, scene of the infamous Great Train Robbery.

They don’t come much brighter than Simon’s Suzuki GT750 “Kettle”

From “Train Robbers’ Bridge”, the run took the route of the villains’
escape through Wing, Whitchurch, Quainton and Ashendon to their
hideout, near Brill. Unlike the robbers, we stopped at the Pheasant Inn
beside the Brill Windmill for a leisurely lunch. Then back to the
Dunstable Downs Visitor Centre by way of Long Crendon, Thame,
Chinnor, Wendover and Ashridge. An excellent day out, with the “dropoff” system working faultlessly.
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A lorry load of onions was spilt on the M62 today. Police have advised
motorists to find a hard shoulder to cry on.

The page 5 girls
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Most lunchtimes, I would tear around the large lorry park (only showing
off really to the watching workers), learning how to broadside – which
helped me later in my racing days.
I went on a week’s holiday, and on the following Monday morning
noticed that my Triumph was missing from its place. I was told that the
foreman had used one of the lorries to dump the bike down an 85-footdeep, water-filled pit (known as a knott-hole, where the clay had been
taken to make bricks). I didn’t worry too much as after World War II,
plenty of bikes appeared to be lying around. I think some may have been
the bikes of soldiers killed in the war. It seems I must have upset the
foreman during his break, or his sleep. But… I had the last laugh as after
my apprenticeship and college, I obtained my City & Guilds
“Mechanics, Technicians and National Craftsman” certificate, plus
corporate membership of two engineering bodies. The foreman was
moved to pastures new, and I was offered the position of complete
control of the large workshop, which employed over 75 skilled
tradesmen in the automobile trade. This included day and night shifts,
plus over 100 HGVs and ancillary vehicles.
What a joy, as I was now able to get made the expansion chamber I was
experimenting with for my racing two-strokes.

Sometimes kids are sent away to mime school never to be heard of
again.

The Ups and Downs of a Teenage
Tearaway

Just to say that, after the mishap with the Triumph, I soon obtained a
350 OHV “Big Port” Model R7 racing AJS in road-legal trim. There is
quite a story about that bike if anyone is interested (yes, please).
By the way, Don’s sister married another friend of mine and emigrated
to Aussie Land, like here brother. I know she and her husband returned
to Blighty, but I don’t know if Don ever did.

The way we were…
PHOTOS FROM ELLIS BILLINGTON

BRIAN CORNWELL

The picture of a rather youthful Brian Cornwell, from the last newsletter

The photo that Bryan put in the last newsletter showing my old Triumph
(above) was taken about 70 years ago! It’d been ridden as a field bike
by my friend Don Caisly from Cranfield. It wasn’t taxed or insured, and
had no log book, number plate or anything like that. I think he actually
gave it to me because he was busy building a boat to sail to Australia
(actually, I was rather sweet on his sister at the time – but nothing
became of it). I think it was the Daily Express that gave a monthly report
of his eventual journey to Aussie Land. Well, believe it or not, I actually
rode it all the way from Cranfield to my parents’ home in Millbrook. In
those days I never saw a police car, and the local Bobby only had a push
bike, and he didn’t live on the road that I took.

Ellis on a Scott (of course) on the 2004 Banbury Run, with Peter Ripper
in the chair

If you study the photo, you’ll see that Father had fitted a piece of
plywood or hardboard to the lower part of the door in the background.
This is where I’d torn down the garden path and couldn’t stop in time,
smashing the bottom of the door.
After that, I decided the bike to my workplace and make that it’s home.
It was kept under a canopy where the workmen kept their bicycles and
motorcycles during the day.

VMCC Day 2008, at the Ace Café
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Tricky to reach and hard to replace in both senses of the word, the grub
screw was but a few turns from escape. I found the only screwdriver
which fits after a short search. It was in the screwdriver tin where it
belonged - I must have lent it to someone. I was going to put a blanket
on the ground to catch the screw, but I didn't. I was outside and couldn't
be bothered to push the bike back into the workshop where there is
carpet to do the catching. Why not put the blanket down? I'd had a
brainwave. I'd catch the screw with the magnet-on-a-stick. With stick in
one hand, screwdriver in the other and feeling proud of myself the screw
was released. There was the small pinging sound of a plan not working
as the screw ricocheted off the side of the chaincase and away into the
great unblanketed outside. I pushed the bike into the workshop and
found the torch. With the torch held low to the ground the screw stood
out nearly as well as the many small stones, twigs and other debris. I
found it and took it inside. Being brass it was no wonder it felt no
attraction to the magnet-on-a-stick.

More from the Ace Café, 2008

Just…
WILL CURRY
I've been making notes on things I've done for years. It started when I
was working with the photo-typesetters. They had what they called the
'Day Book' where things like cleaning out the developer tank was done
and who did it - it was not a pleasant task and it meant there could be a
degree of fairness in allocating it - got written down. It didn't take me
long to appreciate just how useful such records could be, especially
when there were five or more jobs on the go and all urgent but stopped
waiting for further input.
"The grub screw in the earth terminal seems to need rescuing from
getting lost. Save the grub screw first, then fit the dynamo and see if it
charges."

Magdyno blanking plate on a magdyno with a ThorSpark unit fitted

Fitting the dynamo didn't go too well either. Reconditioned magdynos
which will sit on the shelf for any length of time get fitted with a small
plate to blank off the dynamo drive and keep the dust and spiders out.
For some reason I'd fitted the plate to this magneto with the bolt inserted
from the outside. Usually, the bolt goes in from the same side as the
dynamo. I didn't notice this until later. This plate I left in place while I
fitted the magdyno and timed the ignition. The plate and the nut came
off easily, but the bolt would not clear the exhaust pipe and so the
dynamo could not be fitted. While removing the exhaust pipe isn't
difficult it can be an absolute swine to put back so it doesn't blow at the
cylinder head. Removing the magneto is, however, a complete nonstarter as my knees are still not completely recovered from the last time
I refitted it. Fortunately, before I could do anything too rash it became
too dark to anything but put everything away and make a pot of tea.

So says the notes for the Little Ariel, my 1948 500 single trials bike. It
sounds so easy…

Bolt trapped in the magdyno by the exhaust pipe

Fortunately, I only had to move the exhaust pipe round the exhaust port
a very small amount for the bolt to clear the pipe and come out. The
exhaust pipe fitted back without any leaks and with the engine started
the dynamo was charging the battery. All that's left is the road test . . .
Earthing point on mag with screw in place
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...First-kick start, charging and, just to balance these successes, an
intermittent grumbling from the timing case suggestive of a tight spot in
the timing chain. Where did I put that screwdriver?

Another one that got away
KERRY DELLAR

This has to be the most expensive 'one that got away':
During the 1980's I was working hard seven days a week, so I was lucky
enough to buy and ride this ultra-rare 1950 Vincent White Shadow for
£18000 in 1989. In the 1992 recession I had to move home and business
so, unfortunately, I had to sell this lovely bike,

Manoeuvrability provided by a steering wheel with chain linkage was
said to be somewhat limited (the dog isn’t real).

Prices had dropped considerably in the recession, and I got back just
£11000. Today, this one of only fifteen made, would be worth too much
to think about, probably £100,000!
One consolation: I do, however, still have the wife!

The Pashley
Have you ever seen the likes of this? The latest arrival at the Cotswold
Motor Museum, on loan from the Pashley company.

Humble 197cc Villers powerplant

Stop me and buy one

Choc-ice? Certainly, sir.
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Having made a Ouija board entirely out of yoghurt pots, a friend
asked me if I was dabbling in the Yakult.

Motorcycle Hockey
A few issues ago we looked at the reasonably well-known sport of
motorcycle football, or Motoball. But have you ever heard of
motorcycle hockey, or Hockey-Mo?
I think this collection of pictures might explain why not…

From “Popular Mechanics”, November 1913 – “a new English sport”

Still a “new sport” in 1932

Zees Engleesh, they crazy, no?

At least, this bunch in Kent had the sense to use three wheels rather than
two, and avoid the kind of predictable scene in the picture opposite

Not satisfied with motorcycle hockey and football, in Cheltenham they
also had motorcycle trapeze, long jump, costume race and surf-riding!
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Coventry Eagle Flying Eight – in upcoming H & H auction (yes, please)

Bristol Classic Bike Show
BRYAN MARSH
Some of the bikes that caught my eye at the recent show. An excellent
show, with lots of first public appearances for lockdown restoration
projects.

1926 Excelsior 3hp 300cc – parked up in 1937 for over 70 years but now
back in use

The bike I lusted after as a teenager – Honda CB250K4 - luckily, I’d
grown out of it by the time I could afford one

1904 Triumph with 2½ hp Fafnir engine - thought to be one of the earliest
“authentic” Triumphs in existence – a possible dig at the recently
unearthed 1901 prototype?

Ultra-rare 1949 Honda 98cc Type D – their first true motorcycle (types
A-C were motorised bicycles). The only other Type D known is in the
Honda Museum.
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Jim Alves’ 1951 Works Trophy fitted with 650cc engine

1957 Sun “Geni” 98cc Scooter – one of only six known to exist

Alan Millyard’s six-cylinder “Z900”

Unrestored 1922 E2 225cc Velocette - one of the ten oldest Velocettes in
the world. The first to have a clutch and kick-start

Another Alan Millyard creation – v-twin 100cc Honda

Very attractive, but apparently very slow, 1954 Panther 250cc M65

EMC racer – very loud when started up outside
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Some more upcoming events for
your diary
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The South Bedfordshire Classic Vehicle Show 2022 is back and will
take place on Sunday 14th August 2022 at the Showground at the rear of
the Cross Keys Public House, Pulloxhill MK45 5HB.

No booking required for MOTORCYCLES this year, just show up
to the Market Square.

Anyone fancy displaying their bike?
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